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Abstract. A tensor extension of the Poincare´ algebra is proposed for the arbitrary di-
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1 Introduction
There are many examples for the tensor ’central’ extensions of the super-Poincare´ algebra (see,
for example, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]). However, there also exists the tensor extension of the Poincare´
algebra itself. In the present report we give the example of such an extension with the help of
the second rank tensor generator (see also [9, 10]). Such an extension makes common sense,
since it is homomorphic to the Poincare´ algebra. Moreover, the contraction of the extended
algebra leads also to the Poincare´ algebra. It is interesting enough that the momentum square
Casimir operator for the Poincare´ algebra under this extension ceases to be the Casimir operator
and it is generalized by adding the term containing linearly the angular momentum1. Due to
this fact, an irreducible representation of the extended algebra2 has to contain the fields of the
different masses. This extension with non-commuting momenta has also something in common
with the ideas of the papers [12, 13, 14] and with the non-commutative geometry idea [15].
It is also shown that for the dimensions D = 2, 3, 4 the extended Poincare´ algebra allows a
supersymmetric generalization.
2 Extension of the Poincare´ algebra
The Poincare´ algebra for the components of the rotations Mab and translations Pa in D dimen-
sions
[Mab,Mcd] = (gadMbc + gbcMad)− (c↔ d),
[Mab, Pc] = gbcPa − gacPb,
[Pa, Pb] = 0 (1)
can be extended with the help of the tensor ’central’ generator Zab in the following way:
[Mab,Mcd] = (gadMbc + gbcMad)− (c↔ d),
1Note that this reminds the relation for the Regge trajectory, which connects the mass square with the angular
momentum.
2Concerning the irreducible unitary representations of the extended Poincare´ group in (1 + 1) dimensions see,
for example, [11].
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[Mab, Pc] = gbcPa − gacPb,
[Pa, Pb] = cZab,
[Mab, Zcd] = (gadZbc + gbcZad)− (c↔ d),
[Pa, Zbc] = 0,
[Zab, Zcd] = 0, (2)
where c is some constant. By taking a set of the generators Zab as a homomorphism kernel, we
obtain that the extended Poincare´ algebra (2) is homomorphic to the usual Poincare´ algebra
(1). Moreover, in the limit c→ 0 the algebra (2) goes to the semi-direct sum of the commutative
ideal Zab and Poincare´ algebra (1).
Casimir operators of the extended Poincare´ algebra are
Za1a2Z
a2a3 · · ·Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka1 , (k = 1, 2, . . .); (3)
P a1Za1a2Z
a2a3 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Pa2k+1
+cZaa1Za1a2 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Ma2k+1a, (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .); (4)
ǫa1a2...a2k−1a2kZa1a2 · · ·Za2k−1a2k , 2k = D, (5)
where ǫa1...a2k , ǫ01...2k−1 = 1 is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor in the even dimen-
sions D = 2k. In particular, there is a Casimir operator generalizing the momentum square
P aPa + cZ
abMba, (6)
which indicates that an irreducible representation of the extended algebra contains the fields
having the different masses. Note that for the extended algebra there is no generalization of
the Pauli-Lubanski vector of the Poincare´ algebra. The expressions (3) and (4) for the Casimir
operators are valid for the extended Poincare´ algebra (2) in the arbitrary dimensions D, but the
expression (5) is only true for the even dimensions D = 2k.
Note that in the case of the extended two-dimensional Poincare´ algebra the Casimir operators
(3) and (4) can be expressed
Za1a2Z
a2a3 · · ·Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka1 = 2Z2k,
P a1Za1a2Z
a2a3 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Pa2k+1
+cZaa1Za1a2 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Ma2k+1a = Z
2k(P aPa + cZ
abMba)
as degrees of the following generating Casimir operators:
Z =
1
2
ǫabZab,
P aPa + cZ
abMba,
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where ǫab = −ǫba, ǫ01 = 1 is the completely antisymmetric two-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor.
In the case of the extended three-dimensional Poincare´ algebra these Casimir operators can be
expressed
Za1a2Z
a2a3 · · ·Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka1 = 2(ZaZa)
k,
P a1Za1a2Z
a2a3 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Pa2k+1
+cZaa1Za1a2 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Ma2k+1a
= (ZaZa)
k(P aPa + cZ
abMba)− (Z
aZa)
k−1(P aZa)
2
in terms of the following generating Casimir operators:
ZaZa,
P aPa + cZ
abMba,
P aZa,
where
Za =
1
2
ǫabcZbc
and ǫabc, ǫ012 = 1 is the totally antisymmetric three-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor. In the case
of the extended D-dimensional (D ≥ 4) Poincare´ algebra the Casimir operators (3) and (4) can
not be expressed in terms of the finite number of the generating Casimir operators.
Generators of the left shifts, acting on the function f(y) with a group element G,
[T (G)f ](y) = f(G−1y), y = (xa, zab)
have the form
Pa = −
(
∂
∂xa
+
c
2
xb
∂
∂zab
)
,
Zab = −
∂
∂zab
,
Mab = xa
∂
∂xb
− xb
∂
∂xa
+ za
c ∂
∂zbc
− zb
c ∂
∂zac
+ Sab, (7)
where coordinates xa correspond to the translation generators Pa, coordinates z
ab correspond
to the generators Zab and Sab is a spin operator.
On the other hand, generators of the right shifts
[T (G)f ](y) = f(yG)
have the form
Da
def
= Pa
r =
∂
∂xa
−
c
2
xb
∂
∂zab
,
Zab
r = −Zab =
∂
∂zab
. (8)
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By taking into account (7) and (8), the Casimir operators (4) can be rewritten with the help of
the generators Da in the following way:
Da1Za1a2Z
a2a3 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Da2k+1
+cZaa1Za1a2 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Sa2k+1a, (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .).
Note that the algebra
[Mab,Mcd] = (gadMbc + gbcMad)− (c↔ d),
[Mab, Pc] = gbcPa − gacPb,
[Mab,Dc] = gbcDa − gacDb,
[Pa, Pb] = cZab,
[Da,Db] = −cZab,
[Pa,Db] = 0,
[Mab, Zcd] = (gadZbc + gbcZad)− (c↔ d),
[Pa, Zbc] = 0,
[Da, Zbc] = 0,
[Zab, Zcd] = 0, (9)
formed by the generators Mab, Pa, Da and Zab, has as Casimir operators the operators (3) and
the following operators:
(P −D)a1Za1a2Z
a2a3 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1(P +D)a2k+1
+cZaa1Za1a2 · · · Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Ma2k+1a, (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .). (10)
The algebra (9) can be considered as another extension with the help of the vector generator
1
2
(P +D)a and tensor generator Zab of the Poincare´ algebra formed by the generators Mab and
1
2
(P −D)a. By using the expressions (7) and (8), the Casimir operators (10) can be represented
in the form
cZaa1Za1a2 · · ·Za2k−1a2kZ
a2ka2k+1Sa2k+1a, (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .).
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3 Supersymmetric generalization
The extended Poincare´ algebra (2) admits the following supersymmetric generalization:
{Qα, Qβ} = −d(σ
abC)αβZab,
[Mab, Qα] = −(σabQ)α,
[Pa, Qα] = 0,
[Zab, Qα] = 0 (11)
with the help of the super-translation generators
Qα = −
[
∂
∂θ¯α
+
d
2
(σabθ)α
∂
∂zab
]
,
where θ = Cθ¯ is a Majorana Grassmann spinor, C is a charge conjugation matrix, d is some
constant and σab =
1
4
[γa, γb].
The rotation generators acquire the terms depending on the Grassmann variables θα
Mab = xa
∂
∂xb
− xb
∂
∂xa
+ za
c ∂
∂zbc
− zb
c ∂
∂zac
− (σabθ)α
∂
∂θα
+ Sab,
whereas the expressions (7) for the translations Pa and tensor generator Zab remain unchanged.
The validity of the Jacobi identities
[Pa, {Qα, Qβ}] = {Qα, [Pa, Qβ]}+ {Qβ, [Pa, Qα]}
and
[Mab, {Qα, Qβ}] = {Qα, [Mab, Qβ]}+ {Qβ, [Mab, Qα]}
for the supersymmetric generalization of the extended Poincare´ algebra (2) verified for the
dimensions D = 2, 3, 4 with the use of the symmetry properties of the matrices C and γaC and
the relations (13)–(15) of the Appendix.
One of the generating Casimir operator in the dimensions D = 2, 3 is generalized into the
following form:
P aPa + cZ
abMba −
c
2d
Qα(C
−1)αβQβ, (12)
while the form of the rest generating Casimir operators in these dimensions are not changed.
Note that in the case D = 3 there is also the following Casimir operator:
ZaQα(C
−1γa)
αβQβ.
One of the simplest Casimir operator (6) in D = 4 is also generalized into the form (12).
The supersymmetric generalization of the more complicated Casimir operators in the four-
dimensional case has the following structure:
P aZabZ
bcPc + cZ
abZbcZ
cdMda +
2c
5d
Qα(C
−1σabZabσ
cdZcd)
αβQβ +
c
2d
ZabZabQα(C
−1)αβQβ,
P aZabZ
bcZcdZ
dePe + cZ
abZbcZ
cdZdeZ
efMfa
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+
2c
5d
Qα
[
C−1σabZabσ
cd
(
ZceZ
efZfd +
3
10
ZghZhgZcd
)]αβ
Qβ
−
c
20d
[
7ZabZ
bcZcdZ
da + 3(ZefZfe)
2
]
Qα(C
−1)αβQβ.
An algorithm for the construction of the supersymmetric generalization of the Casimir operators
(4) is obvious and based on the use of the following commutation relations:
[
1
2d
Qα(C
−1)αβQβ, Qγ
]
= Zab(σabQ)γ ,
[
2
5d
Qα(C
−1σabZabσ
cdZ˜cd)
αβQβ, Qγ
]
=
(
ZabZbcZ˜
cd +
7
10
ZbcZ˜
cbZad
+
3
10
ZbcZ
cbZ˜ad
)
(σadQ)γ ,
where
Z˜ab = Zaa1Za1a2 · · ·Za2k−1a2kZ
a2kb, (k = 0, 1, . . .).
4 Conclusion
Thus, in the present report we proposed the extension of the Poincare´ algebra with the help of
the second rank tensor generator. Casimir operators for the extended algebra are constructed.
The form of the Casimir operators indicate that an irreducible representation of the extended
algebra contains the fields with the different masses. A consideration is performed for the
arbitrary dimensions D. A possible supersymmetric generalization of the extended Poincare´
algebra is also given for the particular cases with the dimensions D = 2, 3, 4.
It would be interesting to find the spectra of the Casimir operators and to construct the
models based on the extended Poincare´ algebra. The work in these directions is in progress.
A Appendix
As a real (Majorana) representation for the two-dimensional γ-matrices and charge conjugation
matrix C we adopt
γ0 = C = −CT = −iσ2, γ
1 = σ1, γ5 =
1
2
ǫabγaγb = σ3;
{γa, γb} = 2gab, g11 = −g00 = 1, C
−1γaC = −γa
T ,
where σi are Pauli matrices. The matrices γa satisfy the relations
γaγ5 = ǫabγ
b, γaγb = gab − ǫabγ5. (13)
For the Majorana three-dimensional γ-matrices and charge conjugation matrix C we take
γ0 = C = −CT = −iσ2, γ
1 = σ1, γ
2 = σ3;
{γa, γb} = 2gab, g11 = g22 = −g00 = 1, C
−1γaC = −γa
T .
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The matrices γa obey the relations
γaγb = gab − ǫabcγ
c. (14)
At last, the real four-dimensional γ-matrices and matrix C are
γ0 = C = −CT = −i
(
0 σ2
σ2 0
)
, γ1 =
(
σ3 0
0 σ3
)
,
γ2 = i
(
0 σ2
−σ2 0
)
, γ3 = −
(
σ1 0
0 σ1
)
,
{γa, γb} = 2gab, g11 = g22 = g33 = −g00 = 1, C
−1γaC = −γa
T , γ5 =
1
4
ǫabcdγaγbγcγd.
The matrices γa and σab meet the relations
γaσbc =
1
2
ǫabcdγ
dγ5 +
1
2
(γcgab − γbgac), σabγc =
1
2
ǫabcdγ
dγ5 +
1
2
(γagbc − γbgac),
σabσcd =
1
4
(gadgbc − gacgbd − ǫabcdγ5) +
1
2
(σadgbc + σbcgad − σacgbd − σbdgac). (15)
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